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It has been a messy break up since Fifi Cooper, A-Reece and B3nchmarq announced 
their departure with Ambitiouz Entertainment, The musicians all announced through 
Twitter on Friday (17 Feb) that they are no longer part of the record label. That start-
ed a war of going back and forth on social media between the stars, the record 
label itself and a few other third parties. While the musicians claimed that the 
label was corrupt, underpaying and misrepresenting them in deals they don’t 
know about, the label claimed that the Artists themselves were ungrateful, dis-
loyal and might be on drugs and alcoholics. That inspired A-Reece to hit back 
with a diss track, the name of the track is titled Loyal and social media has been 
abuzz since it dropped. Loyal is produced by Mash Beats who also left the record 
label. A Reece, who recently won the award for ‘Lyricist of the Year’ at the South 
African Hip Hop Awards hinted that Ambitiouz Entertainment artists don’t get to 
keep their awards after winning them “Where the F do are awards stay at?” He 
went on say that he was being paid less than R20 000 at the label. He also men-
tioned that the publicists are earning better than musicians at Ambitiouz. “Getting 
monthly pay of less than 20k was never part of the plan/ PR buying cars before the 
artist it doesn’t match up”. With all that Drama, there’s at least one person happy at Am-
bitiouz. "I'm grateful to Ambitiouz for all they have done and I'm going to repay that loyalty 
by sticking around. I don't know what problems others have with the label but I'm good," said 
Emtee  

Local comedian and author Trevor 
Noah : having fun with his friends 
and family in America to celebrate his 
birthday, which happened on 
Monday, 20 February. 
Fellow South Africans Anele Mdoda, Sizwe Dhlomo and Khaya Dlanga 
were with Trevor and his girlfriend, Jordyn Taylor, at Universal Hollywood 
Theme Park on Tuesday. Trevor turned 33 this year. nele, Sizwe, Khaya 
Dlanga are/were on vacation in the US and, of course, that called for a 
reunion with comedian Trevor Noah. 
The group can be seen dining, touring, taking pictures with international 
stars and even racing in fast cars. They are enough to have you eat your 

heart out with envy. 

http://www.channel24.co.za/The-Juice/News/pic-anele-mdoda-flies-to-new-york-for-trevor-noahs-birthday-20170220


Former African football stars will be heading to South Africa this 
year to play in a charity game to help raise funds for the Nelson 
Mandela Foundation and the Kanu Heart Foundation. 
The games will see the West African football legends against 
their Southern African counterparts, with the first leg to take 
place on Saturday, 08 April 2017 in Nigeria (Venue TBC) and the 
second leg will take place on Saturday, 06 May 2017 in South 
Africa (Venue TBC). 
The Legends that will take part will include: Doctor Khumalo, 
Lucas Radebe, Philemon Masinga, Eric Tinkler, Samuel Etoo, Didi-
er Drogba, Jay Jay Okocha, Doctor Khumalo, Tico Tico Bucane, 
Samuel Osei Kuffour and more. The proceeds from both match-
es will go to the Nelson Mandela Foundation and Kanu Heart 
Foundation. 

Nacty C in Puma’s #RuntheStreets Campaign  

PUMA’s global Run The Streets campaign, headed by The Weeknd, 
gets a local flavour with rapper Gigi Lamayne, 2015 South African Hip 
Hop Awards winner Nasty C, Digital Maskandi founder and artist 
Mashayabhuqe KaMamba and PUMA’s own Rolo Rozay lacing up IG-
NITE Limitless and IGNITE evoKNIT sneakers. 
The South African foursome featured in a television commercial shot 
by Paul Ward, with a voice over by rapper Tumi and music by Sibot. The 
local campaign will be driven via PUMA South Africa’s social media 
channels, feathering images and short videos starring these ambassa-
dors. 
“We are excited to have a strong stable of powerful, talented local in-
fluencers that can sit alongside Grammy-award winning artist The 
Weeknd, in our Run the Streets campaign in South Africa,” said PUMA 
South Africa’s Marketing Director Brett Bellinger. 

New York will just have to let us have our girl back for a while as she pre-
pares to fill the spot of host once again on the new season of Lip Sync 
Battle. The show is set to return on 6 April which means that Pearl will be 
in Mzansi filming.  
She's joined by a new face: TV presenter and fashion icon Denrele takes 
over the role of “colour commentator”, adding his lively observations to 
the proceedings. No stranger to the music business, Denrele has inter-
viewed the likes of Akon, Beyoncé, Tyler Perry, Lil’ Kim, Snoop Dogg, and 
many more. Famous in Nigeria for his OTT calculated madness and edgy 
eccentricity, Denrele was himself a contestant on Lip Sync Battle Africa in 
Season 1, where he battled against fellow TV personality Ebuka, losing out 
narrowly, despite storming performances of “Johnny” by Yemi Alade and 
Jamiroquai’s 90s hit, “Virtual Insanity”. Lip Sync Battle Africa season 2 will 
see well-known personalities and entertainers from across the continent . 

http://www.yomzansi.com/2017/02/20/nasty-c-gigi-lamayne-more-star-in-pumas-runthestreets-campaign/










THE SEXIEST SANGOMA   

My name is Andiswa Valshiya born on the 21st July 
1992 from Newcastle(KZN). I am a healer*sangoma* 
and funny enough people don’t believe me untill they 
get to know me better. Well, I am also a model for 
cloud nine agency and a promoter for red square. 
What made you choose this career path? growing up, 
I've always loved the camera … lol … plus my family 
and friends always told me that it suits me and strong-
ly believed I’d go places if took it seriously. How long 
have you been a model? oh well … lol … it hasn’t 
been too long I just started few months back.   



My name is Steven Motloung, I’m from Heidelberg, I was born on the 13th 

of May 1991. I’m currently residing at Lenasia also known as Lenz, which 

is situated in Johannesburg South. I’m an Educator by profession and a 

part-time model at G3 models South Africa. I chose the teaching profes-

sion by the intention to impact the young and growing generation, to 

educate themselves to acquire the necessary knowledge, skills, values 

and attributes, in order to meet the requirements and standards of the 

society, to function well in the cooperate world. I chose modeling be-

cause I felt like I have the potential and skills of becoming a model. Alt-

hough I take it as a hobby, but I’m passionate about it. I’ve been under 

my agency for almost 6 months now and I’ve been in the teaching pro-

fession for a year now. The person who inspires me is my mother be-

cause of how she groomed me to be a man I am today. She’s been there 

for me through every decision I took in life concerning building my fu-

ture. This basically includes choosing my field of study, modeling and 

music production. My target market personally is the youth, I have a fa-

cebook page where I constantly share ideas and updating my profile to 

encourage and inspire individuals to embrace fashion and art of model-

ing. I’ve also assisted many individuals on social media to fulfill their pas-

sion for modeling. My target market as a model based on who I would 

like to work with it has to be related to editorial magazines. This includes 

being featured in magazines such as QG Magazine (SA), Destiny Man, 

Men’s Health Magazine and other well-known magazines.   

Instagram:  @moeketsimotloung 
Twitter:  @motloung_sm 
Email:  steven.motloung.sm@gmail.com 
Facebook: Moeketsi Motloung 
Facebook page - Steven Motloung  

mailto:steven.motloung.sm@gmail.com




Who is Busi N? I’m Busi N from Vosloorus, I’m that lady that DJ 
Mshega featured on his hit song get down. I’m a vocalist that’s 
trying to brand herself as an Artist independently, in a nutshell 
that’s who I am. 
When did your musical journey begin? 
It’s that Cliché story by everyone, started doing music at church 
from choir member to choir leader. However, for me I really start-
ed doing music at the age of 16, right after High School I went to 
study music at the University of KZN and attained a diploma in Jazz 
Music. Once I came back from KZN (to Gauteng) I entered South 
African Idols 2013 and made it to top 35, I didn’t really see that as an 
achievement because you always aim for the top spot when you en-
ter such competitions. I then came across DJ Mshega (in 2013) the 
same year he was doing 1’s and 2’s and he needed a vocalist, fortu-
nately we’re from the same kasi so he got me on the vocals and 
it’s been a journey since then.  
Though not making it that far with Idols, there must’ve been 
lessons learnt from the whole experience… Share some of 
them. Well… The thing is you get into a competition and it’s 

exactly that, it’s a competition. However, when you are a part 
of a completion there’s so many things and so many factors 

that affect you from not performing at your best and pre-
vent from doing as well as you potentially could’ve. One 

thing that I’m learning and the same thing that Idols has 
also taught me is that don’t be competitive, as much as 
it was a competition you focus your energy so much on 
the competition that you forget to feed of yourself and 
be the best that you can possibly be… So yeah, that’s 
one thing that kills people in Idols, in various competi-
tions and in the industry as a whole. The moment you 
keep your eyes on the  



competition you get sidetracked from the real goal and your focus is lost 
on the negative things and not the positive from you. 
The Nice thing about Idols is that last year I was called back to their stages 
as a guest, so some moments make you realise that once you eliminate 
that whole fear and eliminate the competitiveness then you start being 
your own. Once you start owning you and owning your craft you begin to 
understand what it’s all about and it gets easier for you to make your way 
forward.  
Your hit (the whistle song) with DJ Mshega, how did that come about? … 
He had just been a contestant on 1s & 2’s himself and he now needed to 
solidify his place in the industry, being the vocalist that he worked with in 
the competition he felt it was fair for him to move forward with me. So 
with ‘Get down (the whistle song)’ I was just coming from my vocal coach-
ing sessions, it was about 11PM and he called me to come to studio. When I 
got there I told him I had like 5 minutes to work because I had to rush off, 
so got to his place wrote a quick hook, I get on the booth I make a mistake 
while recording so I start whistling… He says he likes the whistle so he’s 
keeping it and the next thing it’s the Whistle song.  
One thing that happened with ‘Get down (the whistle song)’ coming from 
both Mshega and Myself, is that we weren’t expecting the song to blow up 
so quickly. When it did we weren’t prepared for that, I’m not going to say 
we didn’t have a plan we just didn’t expect it to blow up so quickly. A lot of 
things had to shift and a lot of growth had to happen in a very short space 
of time, I needed to start seeing myself differently as a brand, I had to learn 
the business and start being able to do photo-shoots, talk in interviews and 
a few other things.  
A lot of house Vocalists get stuck on being the featured Artist, How do 
you plan on overcoming that? One big thing that I had to do is realise that 
I’m growing as a brand and to continue growing I had to quit my 9 – 5 job 
and start investing myself into the brand, I was in banking. It’s very easy for 
you to be caught up in doing features and features and features, so how 
I’m moving forward in branding myself is that I’m doing a lot of me and 
focusing a whole lot in my music, I get a lot of guys that will send me beats 
and want me to work with them, so my strategy now is no longer going to 
be “featured”, instead I’m releasing my own vocals and issuing them out to 
everybody who wants to work with me. So now I have different people 
giving me different sounds with one vocal, so I’m the one who’s working 
with a lot of guys instead of a lot of guys working with me. 
Going forward, what should we expect from you musically?  I’m fortunate 
enough to get into the industry and be surrounded by a few legendary 
guys like Ganyani, Mobi Dixon and DJ Clock, so those are the people that 
are currently mentoring me into the whole thing. As much as I don’t wanna 
get stuck doing features, I am going to keep doing features with these 
guys in particular to forward my growth and progress in the industry.  
As you grow in the industry, what type of influence would you like to 
have? My influence shouldn’t be only from a musical perspective, but there 
is one thing I’d really like to influence in terms of music. As Vocalists we 
tend to be lazy in terms of our approach and we don’t even make the effort 
to study the big international acts, that’s why we get international acts out 
of South Africa coming into our country and dominate. So I’d like to influ-
ence our vocalists and writers to be more dynamic and creative when it 
comes to our song writing. Content is very important, so as much as we’re 
in the House/dance genre I still try to put in some effort in the content. The 
improvement in content is really what I want to influence, I want to make 
music you can listen to on the dance floor and the same music is still rele-
vant when you’re chilling at home and just vibing to it. I would also like our 
vocal tone/delivery to be at an international scale as well, I know when ‘Get 
down (the whistle song)’ came out a lot of people thought it wasn’t a 
South African song and that’s because I study a lot of international music. 

Insta:  iambusin_sa 
Twitter: @iambusin_sa 
Facebook: Busi N (@iambusinsa) 
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Amongst the successful and the inspiring in katlehong, is 
Lunga. K1 as it is popularly known is one of the few kasi’s 
that seem to have seeds for growing legends in the mak-
ing and has produced talented musicians and hip hop 
sensation such as Kwesta and several others.  
 
Lunga Khabanyane, 28 years of age, grew up in the small 
location of the East rand called Katlehong. After com-
pleting his Matric year in 2005, he furthered his studies in 
Graphic and Web-Design with Boston Media Collage 
then later enrolled with Scene 5 Casting for Dramatic 
Arts, and that is where his love for Modelling started. He 
was privilege to walk the ramp for numerous and fa-
mous fashion designers here in Mzansi, he was also fea-
tured in various TV adverts such as DSTV, Vodacom, Spar 
Tops- just to name a few. 
 
His Love for fashion designing started at a very young 
age where he used to assist his mother, who was a 
seamstress at the time. He then later realized that he 
had passion for making clothes. 
In 2010 he decided to take his passion serious, he started 
making clothes for musicians like Loveline Madumo, 
Puleng Mrach, Nomandla Mfencane and many more. 
One of his many dreams since he was young was to have 
a clothing label. He doesn’t only have that now but he 
also owns a clothing store\studio based in the east of 
Pretoria (Faerie Glen) at a mall called Glen Village. I must 
say things are looking bright for him in the fashion indus-
try as he is currently the Head Designer and Stylist for an 
internationally recognized gospel group “Joyous Cele-
bration”. 
 
Growing up from a very religious family has really 
grounded him as a person as he always remains so hum-
ble. His Motto in life is “If you think it, you can do it” if 
we can all apply that thought we can end hunger the 
world over - Says Lunga. 
--  
Lungstar Creation Shop 13 Glen Village Mall Faerie Glen 
Lunga Khabanyane  
 

www.kaslam.co.za 
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For anybody who doesn’t know you, please introduce your-
selves. Noma: Sure… My name is Noma Khumalo, I’m Idols sea-
son 12 winner and I’m a recording artist. Karabo: Hi my name is 
Karabo, winner of SA’s Idols Season 11. I’m originally from Nel-
spruit but residing in Johannesburg, I’m also a full-time musician. 
Now for you Karabo it’s been over a year since you won Idols, 
how has life changed? Karabo: It’s been great man I think the 
grace of God has really sustained me, I think I am who I am be-
cause of his grace. I have a house now , I was walking before I 
have a car now and I’ve been receiving a lot of work as well 
there’s gigs left and right. Not just only gigs but also work like 
doing feature films, I mean I got a deal with Disney last year to do 
a soundtrack for their brand new series called ‘The Lion Guard’ 
that plays every single day at 06:30 Channel 309 (Disney Junior)… 
and I was the first African to do it. So I’m basically taking it step by 
step and God has been moving me in the right direction. 
You had to release an album in less than a month after winning 
Idols, how was the actual recording process in such a short peri-
od of time? Noma: With the whole process of recording that al-
bum it was day in day out singing at least 2 to 3 songs each day 
just to make sure we meet deadlines, because we wanted to re-
lease an album right before Christmas just to say thank to the sup-
porters out there. The pressure was definitely on to get that job 
done in a short space of time but we did it.  
Actually both of you had to do the same thing, was that a deci-
sion made for you by Idols? 
Karabo: I think it is management, well in the previous years it 
never used to happen like that. I think it’s because people voiced 
it out, people were asking why does it take so long for the winner 
to actually release an album after they’ve won the competition. 
So in my year things changed, that’s when they started this thing 
of releasing an album immediately after the season. It was literally 
2 weeks after then the album dropped.  
So in terms of song writing and production wasn’t it too much 
pressure for you guys? Noma: So with me I got the songs given, I 
would rock up in the recording studios and it was like “Noma 
these are the songs we’ve prepared for you” I just needed to per-
form them and sing. So it was just about giving the songs a voice 
rather than going back and forth sitting down and writing. except 
for the song I did with Sketchy Bongo, that was just me, Sketchy 
and Kyle Deutsch in studio.  So as Noma has mentioned that the 
songs were prepared for you, wasn’t it a challenge for you to 
impart your own influence into the album while sticking to what 
was given to you? Karabo: Yeah man it was, but I think one thing 
that I had to understand is that we had no time. So obviously 
songs were just given to us and I couldn’t be like “no I don’t want 
the song I wanna write my own songs” or whatever the case 
might be,  but I just had to be like “you know what, lets just go 
down to it and do it”. The songs that were brought forth were 
actually good songs, I really enjoyed them as well. I think they 
didn’t just give me songs for the sake of giving me songs, they 
gave me really good songs as well.  



So the first album was lovely, ‘Love is a verb’ was amazing! Now I’m sitting on my second album and there I got to write, now I 
got to sit down and work with whom I wanted to work with and stuff like that.  
So as for the second album, what’s the title and who have you worked with?  
Karobo: The title of the album is ‘Matters of the heart’ and I worked with Robbie Malinga, he produced the album I did the writ-
ing. I love the fact that he allowed me to be me and also bring out the sound that I want to bring, cause I mean there are a lot of 
Afro Pop artists in the country and I’m exclusively RnB. I wanted to capture that space and speak for those that listen to the type 
of music that I write. 
Noma, ‘Joy’ is your current album out… how is it doing? Noma: My album as far as my record company is informing me it’s do-
ing well, I mean I would obviously love for it to sell out more quickly. We are really just pushing it single by single, just last week-
end we were busy on a music video shoot with Sketch in Durban at Pietermaritzburg. You seldom hear of music videos being shot 
at your home town(s) and I thought actually I wanna take it back all the way to Pietermaritzburg and just resemble my home 
town, we did that and it was such an honor working with Sketch as well he’s such an amazing person to work with.  
Karabo: I also want to add that I recently shot my music video as well, for the second single called ‘First time’. It was really awe-
some. It’s coming out round about the end of February, 
Now one of the hardest thing to do as a contestant of a talent search competition, is using and taking that platform to convert it 

into an actual breakthrough in the industry. What’s your strategy in actually being consistent and go on to have an impact in the 

industry? Karabo: I think the platform Idols gives out to any contestant whether you fall out at top 30, top 16 or top 10 wherever 

you fall out. I think it’s what you do afterwards, because I think Idols somehow spoils us because you come out of there and eve-

rything was done for you. Then when you come out to the real world you need to be the person that’s going out and doing things 

and it’s tough, I won’t lie its not easy because you expect things to happen the same way they did because that’s what you’re ac-

customed to. However, you come out to the real world and things are no longer done the way that you’re used to them being 

done. It’s also now about being able to adjust and learn, if you don’t know something there’s a thing called ‘ask’. We were always 

taught that there is no such thing  

as a stupid question just ask, if you don’t know how the camera works just ask… then you’ll be told how the Camera works.  
That’s why we have people that have been in the industry, talk to the Legends and the experienced, the advice that they will give 
you is proper. As Karabo has mentioned the realization of actually having to work harder after Idols than during the competition.  
Now for anybody who’s a contestant in the up-coming season of Idols, for them to avoid making that mistake of not capitalizing 
through the platform given by Idols… how would you advise them on what to expect after the competition? Noma: What to 
expect after the competition is to start working. Like Karabo said, what we get accustomed to during the show is this amazing 
treatment and  

Noma 
Facebook page : Idols SA Noma Khumalo 
Twitter  : @NomaNomz 
Instagram  : @nomz.xolo 
 
Karabo 
Facebook page : Idols SA Karabo Mogane 
Twitter  : @moganekarabo 
Instagram  : @moganekarabo 



you get everything done for you and once you come out whatever you think you may need you got to organise that for 
yourself. Even with the management teams, you still have to do additional work. So if you were in Idols and you’ve got-
ten a gold ticket, all the best in your journey and don’t let your nerves get the better of you. It’s a tough journey but if 
you have the heart and it is a passion of yours and you really want your musical dream to prosper, work extremely hard 
during the show. 
Going forward as you grow and establish yourself in the music industry, what type of influence would you love to 
have? Noma: I still from the bottom of my heart believe that dreams do come true and that even if you have the 
slightest of hope, hope that’s the size of a pumpkin seed that your dream is still achievable, So I want to be that beacon 
of hope for South Africa, I still want to scream inspiration for the youth and to sort of encourage them to go out there 
and chase their dreams.  Whatever their dream is, it is accomplishable… so that is what I still want to represent.  
Now last year we saw a few articles come out and accuse Idols of being staged, how true is that? Noma: *laughs out 
loud* Karabo: You know how it is, I think in every season you always get that where people would say something is staged. 
For me the people are the ones that vote, are the ones that choose who they want to see go through to the next 
round.  Cause if it was really staged there are many instances where we’d look at a person and say “This person was 
supposed to win”, then that person falls out the next week. Then we’d go on to choose another person who we’d 
think is the obvious winner and that person also goes home. So we never really know who’s going to win and the public 
are the ones who do the accrual voting.  
So everything we see on Idols is true? Karabo: It’s true. Noma: It’s true.  
Now going forward for you, you’ve got an album out… is there a tour coming? Karabo:  Yes! There’s definitely a tour 
coming out. Actually I don’t know if she (Noma) knows about this but I’m telling her now, I’d like to do a tour with her. I 
think people have only seen us on screen but they haven’t really gotten that experience of watching us live and per-
forming with a live band, just being on stage and doing our thing. I’d like to actually do a tour togeth-

er Karabo & Noma live, one night only in each city or each state. So yeah, I’d 
like to do this sometime this year. I also have this dream of mine to do a 

show in October called ‘Karabo: Ladies only’, so inside the venue there’ll 
only be females and I believe God is going to carry this out for me.  Any 
last words? Karabo: Ladies first. Noma: I strongly believe that you put 
God first and everything else just sort of falls into place whether it be a 
wish of yours or a dream of yours, which is something that I’ve experi-
enced first-hand. To people out there, put God first and really chase after 
your dreams. I’m not saying chase after your dreams and all you do is 
sitting on the couch and watching TV, you actually need to take that first 
step to achieving something that you really want to achieve. Whether it 
be completing school or simply going to the studio writing a song, just go 

out there and do it… it is very much achievable. Karabo: I’m just adding to 
what she has already said. Don’t let anybody tell you that you can’t, I mean 

there are a lot of people before I went to the auditions that I told I was 
going to audition and they told me “Karabo it’s tough out 

there, people come out there crazy” or “no you can’t 
do it, don’t do it”. Had I listened to those people I 
wouldn’t be sitting where I’m sitting today, instead I 
chose to listen to the voices that told me “you can do 
it”. So in whatever people say take whatever that can 
help you become the person you want to become and 
if God is on your side then who can be against you? No-
body. I believe that starting from today you can make a 
difference in your life and you can be the difference in 
your life, don’t wait for other people to give you ap-
proval first. Start doing it and move in that direction 
because when people get to see that you’re serious 
about what you’re doing they’ll start endorsing in that 
thing, it can even be verbally just by telling other peo-
ple how talented or great you are and giving you that 
recognition. Even if they don’t give you money, any 
positive thing they might have to say about you will get 
you one step closer to where you’re going. Whatever 
you want to be or achieve in life don’t ever let anybody 
tell you that you can’t, know that you can! 



As a Makeup Artist who has travelled around I got to meet people who still think makeup damages the skin and 
they will never try it on even on their Wedding day and others think only women must wear makeup, not men. if a 
man has makeup on then it means he's Gay, then I ask myself if these people have watched Television or have 
read Magazines and if yes what do they think happens to these people they see behind the scenes or why aren't 
our skin damaged because we have makeup on almost every day.  
I understand that too often when makeup is mentioned,  the Word "Beautiful" also gets involved or comes to  
mind which is used when complimenting a lady but not a guy so that is why people think what they think. In the 
media world the majority of guys that you see have makeup on, it helps their skin not to shine during the shoot. 
Ever asked yourself when watching Television (drama, Action Movie or Soapie) someone appears with bruises and 
how it was done? Well, Makeup did all that. Even on your Wedding day the Groom can still have makeup on but it 
shouldn't be the same as the bride's, remember a guy doesn't need Lipstick, Eye shadows, blushes and fleeking 
eyebrows. He only needs a matching Powder to keep it natural. 
 
Ladies your skin will surely be damaged if you aren't doing the right thing. Know your Skin before going for 
makeup or rather ask if you doing it right. If you are already using makeup and your skin changes or is damaged, 
remember with makeup you can either have your beauty enhanced or transformed. When you wear makeup you 
must always have the correct lotion that to apply on your face first before applying the base and please remove 
your Makeup at night before you sleep, you can  either use  facial wipes or wash it off then apply your Lotion. 
knowing your skin type is really important because you could be having the wrong products while you have dry 
skin and yet you using normal to Oily skin products then blame makeup for your own mistake not knowing, Please 
do your research or ask a professional before you experiment with make-up. 
 
As we know Makeup Enhances ones beauty. With a better understanding, knowledge and the right makeup prod-
ucts you will have a healthier and perfect skin under that Makeup, Till next time, Bye for now.... 
For More information contact me on 

0766920290  
For  Booking  
Contact Details : 078 540 4173 
Facebook : Precious Mcjane 



Asphalt 8: Airborne and Asphalt Xtreme 
[Price: Free with in-app purchases] 
When it comes to racing games without an up-front price tag, Gameloft has 
real winenrs with Asphalt Xtreme and Asphalt 8: Airborne. The former is an 
offroad style racer with a variety of tracks, online multiplayer, and various 
vehicles that you can unlock. Asphalt 8: Airborne is an older game, but has a 
metric ton of content for you to play through. It also has online multiplayer 
and other activities to play. These are both very solid racing games consider-
ing their free price tag, but their in-app purchase strategy is a little aggressive. 
They’re great experiences if you can get passed that. If you like racing games 
but not these, check out 



Sky Force Reloaded 
[Price: Free with in-app purchases] 
Sky Force Reloaded is the latest in the Sky Force 
franchise (which are all pretty good). Like its 
predecessors, Sky Force Reloaded is a top-down, 
scrolling shooter where you fly a plane and your 
goal is to defeat bad guys, avoid bullets, and 
perform all kinds of various quests. It’s an ode to 
the old school top-down shooters and it’s man-
aged to keep faithful to those old games. The 
difference being that this one has better 
graphics. It’s a good overall experience just like 
the previous iterations were. 

Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft 
[Price: Free with in-app purchases] 
Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft is a card dueling game where you unlock 
cards, build decks, and then duel other players using the deck you built. You 
can build multiple decks and Blizzard has been pretty good with putting out 
regular updates to add more cards and content. You can also log into your 
account on mobile or on PC which is a really nice touch. If you don’t want to 
face real players in real-time PvP combat, you can always beat down on 
some bots for practice. It’s free to play which makes it easy and accessible 
for everyone to try out. 

Critical Ops 
[Price: Free with in-app purchases] 
Critical Ops is among the newer generation of first person shooters and it’s 
one of the best. In this title, you’ll battle terrorists in a variety of urban-
oriented levels or you can play as the terrorists if you want to. It has a strong 
online multiplayer community where you can play with your friends as well. 
It’s still a work in progress, but it seems to hit all the right marks and it’s up-
dated frequently. If you’d like a first person shooter that’s completely free, 
NOVA 3: Freedom Edition is quite good as well. 





How we all look walking 

around in the streets of our 

kasi (Town or city) has defi-

nitely changed from what it 

used to be a decade ago, eve-

rybody is taking pride in their 

image these days despite the 

budget or income they gener-

ate. Taking it to the streets, 

these are some of the best 

looks you can pull of this year 

when it comes to urban 

street wear… currently.   





 With all the drama and accusations that have been happen-
ing at ambitious Ent it all inspired A-Reece to hit back with a 
diss track, the name of the track is titled Loyal and social 
media has been abuzz since it dropped. Loyal is produced 
by Mash Beats who also left the record label. A Reece, who 
recently won the award for ‘Lyricist of the Year’ at the 
South African Hip Hop Awards hinted that Ambitiouz Enter-
tainment artists don’t get to keep their awards after win-
ning them “Where the F do are awards stay at?” He went 
on say that he was being payed less than R20 000 at the 
label. He also mentioned that the publicists are earning bet-
ter than musicians at Ambitiouz.  

EVERYBODY IS LOVING THE‘SHAPE OF YOU’   

This song has been topping the charts since early January, so 
it’s definitely worth a mention. On 4 January 2017, Sheeran up-
loaded a six-second teaser video of a blue background to social 
media, with lyrics "the club isn't the best place to find a lover", 
which is the first line of "Shape of You". On 6 January 2017, 
Sheeran revealed when hosting the BBC Radio 1 Breakfast 
Show that "Shape of You" had originally been written with Ri-
hanna in mind. Sheeran said: "['Shape of You'] is actually a real-
ly random one because I went in to write songs for other peo-
ple with a guy called Steve Mac and Johnny McDaid, and we 
were writing this song and I was like 'this would really work for 
Rihanna,'" he explained. "And then I started singing lyrics like 
'putting Van The Man on the jukebox' and I was like 'well she's 
not really going to sing that, is she?' And then we sort of decid-
ed halfway through that we were just going to make it for me."   

The music keeps on coming with AKA as he brings another 
major  and heavily sampled hit, which seems to be dedicated 
to his Queen 
 
Titled ‘Caiphus Song’, the single takes motivation from Caiphus Se-
menya’s all time classic – Matswale. On the song, AKA seems to be 
penning the message to his queen – Bonang Matheba and reflecting 
on some of the challenges they jump through. Just like the artwork 
which shows a paradise wedding atmosphere put together by Ok-
malumkoolkat. Shortly after AKA released the Caiphus Song online, 
his fans started sharing their sentiments about the song’s unique 
artwork, designed by Simiso Zwane, better known as Okmalumkool-
kat. The song delivers a laid back groove, with new elements which 
make this song a complete sing-along and wedding-dance jam. “This 
is a song very close to my heart. It’s about fighting for a future with 
the one you love. I decided to call it “Caiphus Song” to honour him 
and the song “Matswale” which inspired me to write this at this 
particular point in my life and relationship,” shares AKA  

No Loyalty at Ambitiouz 



MOVIE OF THE MONTH  

Warner Bros. has unleashed a new trailer for upcoming come-
dy "Fist Fight", featuring Ice Cube and Charlie Day as two 
teachers named Ron Strickland and Andy Campbell respec-
tively. After Strickland is fired, he challenges Campbell for a 
fight as the latter is likely the reason why he's kicked out of 
the school.  
 
"Why are you trying to pick a fight with me, man?" Campbell 
asks him. "Actions have consequences," Strickland responds. 
"Now you have to pay the price." Other scenes show the pair 
finally going one-on-one. While the students and other teach-
ers are ready to witness the fight between the two grown 
men, Campbell suddenly runs away.  
 
Directed by Richie Keen from a screenplay written by Eva 
Susser and Van Robichaux, "Fist Fight" is set on the last day 
of the year. It follows mild-mannered high school English 
teacher Andy Campbell who is trying his best to keep it to-
gether amidst senior pranks, a dysfunctional administration 
and budget cuts that put jobs on the line.  
 
However, things go from bad to worse when he accidentally 
crosses his much tougher and deeply feared colleague, Ron 
Strickland, who challenges Campbell to an old-fashioned 
throw down after school. News of the fight spreads like wild-
fire and ends up becoming the very thing this school, and 
Campbell, needed.  
 
Also starring Tracy Morganas an incompetent Gym Coach, 
Christina Hendricks, Dennis Haysbert, Dean Norris as the Prin-
cipal, Jillian Bell as a Counselor , JoAnna Garcia as a the devot-
ed, loving and pregnant wife of Andy Campbell, Kym Whitley 
as 911 and Conphidance as Gangster . 

FIST FIGHT 



Alfa Romeo 
Back with a 

Bang and 
turning up 

the style  

Alfa Romeo is serious about putting its brand back on the map. recently at the official 
Alfa Romeo Museum in Milan, Italy, the automaker revealed the Giulia in high-
performance Quadrifoglio trim - the first car in an eight¬-product assault scheduled for 
the next three years. The Giulia is a small four¬-door sedan aimed at the BMW 3-Series, 
though with what looks like slightly bigger dimensions, and the Quadrifoglio version is 
a BMW M3 fighter. Alfa Romeo wowed the world when it revealed the aggressively 
styled Giulia saloon back in 2016. To capitalise on the reinvigorated interest in the 
brand, it’s thought a coupe version is likely to arrive soon 
Styling  
The Giulia Coupe will probably sit on the same chassis as the saloon, so it should have 
similar overall dimensions. Our exclusive render of the Giulia Coupe suggests it’ll main-
tain the saloon’s handsome front end but feature a sloping roofline and longer doors 
to make it easier to squeeze into the back 
Driving and engines 
Alfa Romeo will probably only fit the cream of the Giulia engine crop to the Coupe. The 
saloon’s more powerful 178hp 2.2-litre diesel engine could form the Coupe’s entry-level 
model. It manages a 0-62mph time of 7.1 seconds in the saloon but we expect the 
Coupe to be a little faster thanks to less weight and better aerodynamics. This engine 
returns a respectable 67.2mpg in the saloon. 
We expect the Giulia to be released this March and should cost you at an average R 537 
448 to High-performance Quatrofoglio models could cost you over a Million Rands. 



The best of the good life is a home off the grid, out of cell range, in Matobo Hills  



This is the weekend escape of Beks and Sophia Ndlovu, near the World 
Heritage Site of Matobo Hills. It’s a brief drive from Bulawayo for Beks 
and his family. He founded and is the CEO of an adventure safaris opera-
tion in Zimbabwe, Botswana and Zambia. When he wants to get away 
from it all it’s here, to the land of his ancestors, that he comes. 
They called the house ‘Khayelitshe’, Ndebele for “house in stone”, but 
one of the first features you notice is the auto-parts outdoor lounge 
suite - born of Beks’ fertile design mind. Designing and building their 
home from scratch, Beks conceived the blueprint in his head, a good 
while before the build. The wood and stone were far more than stylistic 
choices. 
Colour brings textures and prints together out here on the veranda. 
Mixed in with Indian pieces, some features have been locally crafted in 
keeping with Beks’ desire to make the most of home-grown skill – from 
across the continent. 
The Ndlovus see their feet as firmly rooted in African soil, but equally as 
citizens of the world. It shows in their mix of North, East, West and 
Southern African styles. Come three on a Friday afternoon its destina-
tion Matobo with no Wi-Fi or cell signal – just the family connecting with 
nature. 
It’s first and foremost a family home to the Ndlovus and their nine, 
eight and five year old children. 
Beks’ first step on meeting German born nurse Sophia, was to convince 
her that he needed permanent nursing. Her passion for volunteer work 
here in Zim and his love for African conservation made them a fine 
match and every day they wake up here they consider a gift. When he 
first met Sophia, they spent their free days hiking and exploring the 
area. They fell in love with its beauty and sense of energy, so much so 
that they were married here in 2003. From then on they knew they 
would build a home in this land of the aboriginal people of Southern 
Africa. 
It was a unique privilege being able to buy a two hundred and forty-
hectare tract of land in this magical area and even if you find yourself 
with nothing but a rock to sit on – it’s a pretty impressive rock! 
Great Kingdoms come and go but out here, there’s a sense of perma-
nence and perspective. Beks considers himself lucky to be its guardian 
for a while, and his children after him. 
http://www.topbilling.com 



FOOD & WINE 

 
You know those bottles of wine you picked up because they were on sale, and now you're wondering what you are going to do 
with them? Here’s your answer: Cook and bake with the wine. There are a lot of benefits to cooking with wine. It adds an extra 
layer of flavour to whatever you are cooking, it adds moisture without the fat, and if you open a bottle to cook with, then you 
must have a glass on the side! (Not that we need an excuse to have a glass of wine.) Whether it is Spanish, Continental, Mediterra-
nean or Indian, there are various types of wines available that enhance the flavour of the dish. For instance, if you are cooking a 
light sauce for the yummy pasta, then White Wine would be perfect. But if a heavy dish such as meats are on the cooking agenda, 
then Red Wine would be a perfect bet. Here are a few tips to make sure your wine sauce tastes amazing... 
THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT COOKING WITH WINE 
1. Make sure that you can no longer smell the alcohol before taking it off the heat. Right when you pour the wine in, you will be 
able to smell the alcohol coming off the pan. Wait until that initial nose-burning smell dissipates before taking your sauce off the 
heat or adding your next ingredient. 
2. Only use wine that you would actually drink. If you use wine that you don't like the taste of in a wine sauce, chances are you 
won't love the sauce either. Make sure to use wine that you would actually drink when cooking with it. 
3. Choose a wine that would generally pair well with your meal.  For example, spicy foods pair great with more aromatic white 
wines that have some sweetness, so you would want to add the same type of wine when cooking with those types of foods. Read 
up on some basics of food and wine pairing here. 
4. Don't be fooled by so-called "cooking wines." Most cooking wines are of low quality and because you would not want to 
drink them, you should not cook with them. Also, salt has been added to cooking wines to prevent the wine from going bad when 
it is exposed to oxygen, so it might make your dish too salty. 
COOKING WITH WINE CAN ALSO HELP YOU WITH YOUR FAT LOSS GOALS 
When you take some of the fat out of dishes, you usually need to add another ingredient to replace the lost moisture. Here are 
some examples of how wine can do just that 
Instead of sauteing veggies in heaps of butter or oil, you can saute them in a smaller amount of oil plus some wine for flavour and 
moisture. 
Instead of making a marinade with 1/2 cup of oil, decrease the oil to 1/4 cup and add 1/4 cup wine. 
Instead of adding 3/4 cup of oil to a cake mix recipe, add 3/4 cup of white or dessert wine to the batter. 
Here are some of the best ways to use wine in light cooking: 
Wine helps cook and add flavour to fish. Deep-fried fish dipped in tartar sauce, albeit tasty, defeats the nutritional purpose of eat-
ing fish. One way to add flavour and moisture to fish without adding fat is to cook it with wine. You can add wine to the pan while 
the fish is simmering, poach the fish over a saucepan of boiling wine, or drizzle fish with a tablespoon or two of wine and bake it in 
a foil package. 
Wine is a great ingredient in marinades. Wine is basically an acid ingredient (which helps tenderize the outside of the meat) and it 
has a lot of flavour. The wine-based marinade helps keep meat, poultry, or seafood moist while it cooks, too. 
Wine can help cook and simmer foods. Add wine to dishes you're cooking in a skillet on the stove, in a slow cooker, or in the oven. 
Simmered along with the food, it adds flavour and moisture to whatever dish you're making. 
Wine can be used in baking, too! For certain types of cakes, using wine or sherry in place of some of the fat not only lightens up 
the cake but adds complimentary flavours. 

http://www.seriouseats.com/2015/02/how-to-choose-red-white-wine-for-cooking.html#_blank
http://juice.clubw.com/story/how-to-pair-wine-with-mexican-food
http://juice.clubw.com/story/wine-pairing-basics
http://juice.clubw.com/story/how-oxygen-affects-wine


Like & 
Suggest a 

Profile on 
Our facebook 
Page and you 

Could win 
Airtime 
Worth  
R100 

Social Media Highlight  

One of the most interest-
ing facts about this insta-
gram profile is that she is 

being followed by the con-
troversial music super 

star, the super mega him-
self AKA. 

Nicole is beautiful, sexy 
and proclaims to be a 

seeker of knowledge … 
isn’t she something!!! 




